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Attendance and organization of work : . ,

Opening of Seminar

1. The Seminar on Approaches to the Regional Harmonization of
Development Plans was held at Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) from 29 November to
3 Jtecember 1971. The opening address was read by Mr P. Rajaobelina,
Deputy Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa.

Opening address ... -

2. After welcoming national representatives, and the observers and
representatives of-various institutions to the Seminar, Mr P. flajao- -
belina, read a message from Mr Gardiner, Sxecutive Secretary of ECA
to the participants. ■-.- ::. .-.=■. , . .

3. The message stressed the fact that the harmonisation of the
economies of the African countries was a problem of primary importance*
It was recalled that certain of the 3CA's member states had population""
of less thani.a million and only limited resources, which prevented them
from^a^bli^^grnQdern industries. Even in the larger and better
endowed countries, it was a misnomer to talk -about a national economy.
The task of restructuring the national economies can and must be
undertaken, at the same time ^s the task of developing plan harmonisation
Between States. •-.. . - .., :.. -

h\a- Using the °aSe °f the road infrastructure as an example., JJr
Gardiner said that a transport network between Northern Ghana, Upper
Volta, Northern;Ibgo,: ana:the North Sastem Region of the Ivory-Coast
would open,.the way to-increased trade between these countries and-
would broaden the economic horizons of their respective regions.

5- The Sxecutive Secretary emphasized the need to avoid allowing
divergences of interests and different policies to stand in the way of
the development of plan harmonization; he commented on the operation,
of national soveriegnty in the recent history of the 3ast African
Common Market,. ■ v ■■„*"

6. It was, however, regrettable to note that competition between
suppliers of industrial plan resulted in the establishment of similar
and non-viablfidiftdustries in neighbouring countries and that financing
was more easily offered to individual States than to a grouping of
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7. In order to avoid suck disadvantages, and in view of their limited

financial resources and the burden of debt-aervicing, the countries

within the region would benefit from holding consultations to study

the possibilities of undertaking joint projects. Examples were given

of the Kaanji Dam in Nigeria and the Volta Dam in Ghana which had

provided electricity and inland waterways to some of the landlocked.

countries as a result of the sharing of facilities among a number of

States.

8. Development plan.harmonization would also open the way to

commodity agreements. Copper - and cocoa-producing countries had

seen their export receipts badly hit during the year as a result of

increased production in the face of declining demand* Harmonization -

between the States concerned was necessary not only to prevent the

occurrence of unsaleable surpluses but also to ensure that supplies.-...

were reasonably related to effective demand.

9. The message concluded by emphasizing that development plan

harmonization was the first step towards economic co-operation. It

was essential for the more rapid and efficient development Of Africa's
vast agricultural, natural and mineral resources.

Attendance

10- The following .member States were represented: Algeria, the

Cameroon, Dahomey, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenysi M^

Higeria, the Sudan and Togo. ' * ~ ' .

11. The Seminar was also attended by observers from the USSfl| CDPFE,
ILO, FAO, ADB, the East African Community, OAU and UDEAC»

Election of Officers

12. H.E. Ato Afework Zelleke (Ethiopia) was elected Chaiiman of
the Seminar, Mr Minlend-Nyobe (Cameroon) first Vice-Chairman and

Mrs V.E.A. Ofosu-rAmaah (Ghana) second Vice-Chairman. : '- ;

13. All discussions took place in plenary sessions.

Agenda

1'4. After some discussion of items 7 and 8 of the Provisional Agenda,

the following agenda was adopted:

, 1, Opening Address

2. Election of Chairman .and Vice-Chairman

3. Adoption of Agenda

4. The Rationale and Mechanisms of Plan

Harmoni zat ion
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5- Requirements for centralized information
- • ■■ and -an-alyeis services in Africa . , .

6. International uses of national development plans
. 7- Experiences in plan harmonization; proposal and

discussion of recommendations
8. Adoption of Report.

The rationale and mechanisms of plan harmonization

15- The secretariat staff introduced document E/CN.14/3RS/22. The
contents of the document were organised around four main points,
firstly the relevance of a seminar on aspects of economic cooperation
at the threshold of the Second Development Decade despite the fact
that the sixties had been devoted to considerable activity in the
field of economic cooperation by many national and international
organizations including the ECA; secondly the fundamental economic
reasons underlying the advocacy of economic cooperation in general ■
and plan harmonization in particular as a means of transforming the
economies of the countries of the region; thirdly the areas of

activities where plan harmonization was -both desirable and feasible
and latly, the institutional and technical mechanisms essential for
the successful adoption of plan harmonisation.

The relevance of the Seminar

16. In organising the seminar, the secretariat was aware of the fact
that much work had been done and. was still being done on the continent
on various aspects of economic cooperation. A list of studies and

papers already prepared on the need for economic cooperation in general
and plan harmonization in particular by the EGA, some in collaboration
with other international agencies was attached to document E/CN.I4/EKS/22

17- However, the major raaoons why such a seminar was found necessary
were {1) that it would afford economic planners as a body, for the
first time the opportunity to dieauss these aspects of economic co
operation, (11) that thsr-e were z^e missing technical elements in the
approaches advocated in the past (iii) that plan haitnonizatioh was
still^considered a potent force in the overall efforts to transform
African economies, and (iv) that it was essential to examine the
operations of the existing institutions having plan harmonization
activities m order to see where the^ have succeeded and where they
had failed and bo be able to make reasonable recommendations.

18. The main economic justification for economic cooperation included
the benefits attributable to the economies possible from large scale
promotion and those arising from shared common services, particularly
transport and communications.
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of Economic Cooperation

countries, particularly African countries.

90 ' In particular, African countries were at different levels of

■■■It
cooperation

problem of external, tariffs

23,

sovereignty." ■

The Approach to plan harmonization

24. Plan harmonization was found desirable and feasible in almost all
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sectqrs of the economy. However, the most pragmatic approach would be

to start from projects or common services. This was the. practice in

most ,of the existing institutions practicing plan harmonization
activities. The habit of negotiating on a project by project basis

could lead later to agreements' on the harmonization at the sectoral
levels and eventually at the macro-levels.

Mechanisms

25- The adoption of plan ha"rmonization as a strategy of socio-
economic development would require the establishment of appropriate

mechanisms for carrying it out. In this connexion, there would be

need for a political decision to be made at the highest level since

the decision to cooperate or harmonize would have to emanate from the
socio-economic policies of the particular countries. Moreover, the
projects decided upon for harmonization would form parts of the

development plans of the participating countries.

26. To implement the political decision a technical body would be
necessary. Such a body would liaise between its own multinational

organisation, national planning offices and international organisations,

27. 'The adoption of plan harmonization would also erftail agreement
on trade"and payments arrangements which would require modification of
customs regulations, and the harmonization of fiscal, monetary and
investment policies.

2o. A realistic harmonization procedure required-sound planning at
the national level. It also required standardisation of statistical
and economic concepts among the participating countries, the exchange
of information as well as the joint analysis of the economies of the

participating countries particularly in identifying multinational
projects.

The* role ox international organizations .

29. In all these areas the role of international organizations was
important in view of the lack of the relevant resources by the develop
ing countries. Specifically, "these agencies, could help by conducting
research into projects of a multinational nature as well as the financing
of projects.

Discussion

30. In its discussion of this item of the agenda, the seminar
accepted as valid the main reasons underlying the adoption of plan
harmonization. A considerable part of the discussion was devoted to
the practical aspects of plan harmonization.
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The seminar was of the opinioTttot thl t "?* "dement of labour.
as a means of effecting sooioJ^.ad°Ptl°n °f plan harmonization
oblieations on the^^ot^^" Teller ^^^
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note of the new arrangements within the secretariat regarding the co

ordination of economic and statistical information. These arrangements

do not imply the creation of new structures, but the reinforcement of

the conventional activities of the Statistics Division so that it may
be better able to comply with the recommendations of African Statisticians

and to satisfy the demand for statistical material required for the

evaluation of progress within the region during the coming decade. The
participants were invited to make recommendations regarding the data
which they thought-would be needed to facilitate the harmonization of

development plans between neighbouring countries.

43. It was already possible to use the secretariat's present pub

lications as a basis for development plan co-ordination, since they

provided the member countries, and in particular the smallest among

them, with information on results and forecasts in neighbouring

countries; this information is useful mainly in drafting development

plans.

44. The secretariat's publications could also be useful at the regional
level, in that they provided comprehensive information which enabled

the leaders of the countries within the region to determine their

position at international meetings.

45. With regard to secretariat's programme of work, an explanation

was given of the internal organs responsible for the coordination of

the programme: meetings of Heads of Divisions and discussion of the

programme by the Technical Committee of Experts, and finally by the

Conference of Ministers.

The International Uses of National Development Flans

46. The Secretariat presented paper B/CN.14/SR3/2O and by way of
introduction gave some data about Africa's economic situation. Against

a target growth rate of 6 per cent a year for the Second Development

Decade, Africa had achieved about 4 per cent a year for the years 1969>
1970 and 1971 and some.special impetus was needed to increase this

growth rate. Economic Cooperation could assist.

47. The sort of problem that had arisen in the market for certain

commodities important in Africa's export trade was emphasised and the

paper illustrated how many countries in the Hegion had decided to

embark on the production or increased production of commodities such

as sugar, cotton, cocoa and others as part of their development effort.

The decisions to increase or start production of these commodities

appeared to have been taken without an adequate appreciation of the

results of the combined effort on the general market situation.

4#. It was important for Africa to make much more effective arrange

ments in relation to these important commodities and Africa should be

able to build up its own essential market information to ensure that

its voice and importance was given full cognizance in the existing
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commodity agreements and arrangements. For those products for which

no adequate commodity arrangement existed, action should be taken

swiftly to remedy this situation. Countries in Africa had to be able
to plan their development in the knowledge that what they wanted toH do
would not be disrupted by a particularly adverse movement in 9the market
price of the commodi ies essential to their economies.

49- The question of African countries being able to obtain early
knowledge of other countries' intentions in the field of development
was then mentioned and the advantages of having a system which would
give early information on new projects was raised. Under this system
countries could prepare a short summary of their development plans
whicfc indicated the major projects they were proposing to implement.
This summary would be given a wide circulation to other African
countries, to UN agencies and potential aid donors and under this

system it would be easier to spot possible areas where problems might
arise. Countries aiming at similar or competing projects could be
advised of this and early action could be taken to ensure that dupli
cation did not occur.

50. In the discussion that followed the^e was general agreement
that Africa needed to make a stronger effort in the field of commodity
agreements or arrangements to ensure that prices could be held at a
more stable level in real terms which would be beneficial for the
development effort of individual countries. Similarly there was much
to be said for the early distribution of summaries of development plans
by the countries of Africa.

51-- -One delegate suggested that Africa in its development effort
had to break away from its dependence of the major world powers and'this
could only be achieved if Africa was able to help itself to a greater
degree than had been the case in the past.

52. The I.L.O. observer gave a comprehensive description of the
programme of work of the I.L.o. in the fields of employment and technical

competence. He stressed particularly the .policy of the I.L.O. in the
social field (social security and the equitable redistribution of the
fruits of development) and in increasing the value of the human resources
(planning of the work force, vocational training and the creation of
productive employment). He drew attention to the disequilibrium which
exists between the rural and urban areas and to the necessity of en
couraging the rural producers by an increase in their purchasing power
to help them improve their living standards. Finally he stressed the
lack of statistics relating to employment, education and the labour
force and he underlined the need to pay particular attention to these
elements in the drawing up of plans of development.

53- There was some emphasis on the ECA attempting to carry out
studies of the economies of groups of countries to be able to recommend
more projects of a multinational nature to be able to help the countries
in the group concerned to develop. Attention was drawn by the ECA to
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the UNDAT teams and work in this diieotion that had been done in the

past.

54. It .was also suggested that the ECA could provide a very useful
service by acting as a clearing house for obtaining and disseminating
economic information about developments in individual countries in
Africa. It could act as a forum for countries to meet and discuss these

developments.

55. There was also a considerable discussion on the present world

curreiKjy crisis and how Africa could act in the future to ensure that
its individual countries did not suffer, as in the past, from exchange
rate changes made by the Developed countries. There was general agree
ment that Africa must move to a position where it became more independent
in these matters and must continue to develop its own independent central
banks. The meeting was advised by the OAU representative that the Group

of 77 had insisted that the Developing Countries should have a voice in

any deliberations on monetary reform.

56. The OAU representative also outlines the aotivities of the

Africa* Group in the meeting of the Group of 77 in their attempts to
ensure that African countries did not have their competitive position
further eroded. A suggestion has "been made that a link be established
between the export, prices of.African commodities and the prices of .

imports.from the Developed Vorld.

57. The delegates criticised the -wording of paragraph 81. in
E/CB*14/£as/20 &a& the Secretariat reworded the second paragraph to
"The developing field of new manufactuing projects tx> serve external
markets-or a grouping of countries in Africa must also be very care
fully handled to ensure that the projects concerned were fully viable

from an early stage." .

58. On request the wording of subparagraph 11 of paragraph 82 of
paper E/<2T24/EB§/20 was expanded as shown in paragraph 59 below (sub
paragraph 11).

59. The outline of the short summary of development plans would

cover the following points:-

1. Plan Period

2. Planned growth rate

3. Expected population growth rate

4. Planned total investment

5. Expectation relating to financingi-

(a) Public investment - Domestic

External

(b) Private investment- Domestic

External
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6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

Planned investment as a proportion of the GDP

asssr

External trade forecasts

MajoraerolcpmentG by aconomic sector, a list of the

objecti

the
the

a)
b)
c)
-i)
o)
t)

i)
i)
t)

n)

Agriculture
Mining

ito.ufacturin# industry
Electricity

Water supply

Roads

Railways

Air transport

Ports and shipping

0?el e ccmmun icat ions
Education

Health

Tourisn
Ho

?on f+h
ssss

Planning waeto fulfill so

°f P*>duction *«> -.t both
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which the available stock of resources or the constraints therein could thus
be pinpointed for purposes both of comprehensive planning or of some par

ticular development programme. An example was given of the West African
S Development Association (WAHDA) project which has just reached the

£ xssix-ss: ::

from multinational and bilateral aid sources.

Standardization of Concerts. Definitions and Methodology

6^ After a brief introduction by the secretariat on the necessity for
standardisation of concepts and definitions for which several examples
weS cited, the participants reiterated the need for a wider use of the
neTsSAas a framework for the foundation of data collecting P«>grai™B
and analysis. The secretariat informed the meeting that the new SNA had
W^eUberately fomulated to meet the demands of data for planning. The
participants addressed themselves in one form or another appreciating the
need forTwider use of the new SNA and suggested that the SCA undertake
alvisor^ services with a view to its speedier implementation in the countries
of the region.

64. The seminar noted the difficulties encountered in the countries in
shifting from their former systems of national accounting to the new SNA.
Se secretariat advised that this was partly due to lack of statistioal
series both in terns of quantity as well as in terms of quality. It was
further pointed out that the difficulties faced were considerable but not
ineuxmou^table. In adcliiionto the deficiencies in statistics, it was also
poin^d out that qualified counterpart personnel were generally lacking.
Therefore, the consultative missions undertaken in countries had aimed
mainly a! eliminating the weaknesses in the basic data and in suggesting
wayTand means for both improving and developing the data and training
looal^ersonnel responsible for shifting from old systems of national
accounting to the new SHA.

only 20 had so far requested the advisory servxees.

actions
tne enterprises sector (including evaluation of stocks of fixed
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capital - depreciation), production accounts, commodity balanoes and input-
output analysis. In addition training seminars on the revised SNA for
senior and junior professionals had also been undertaken in the region. A
draft manual of national accounting was planned to be prepared by the ECA
and is expected to be ready for discussion by a working group in 1975.

67. A participant suggested that the next conference o;f African statisticians
must devote come of its time to discussing the implementation of the 3TA. ' He
further suggested that more financial and human resources be devoted for use
by the EGA for purposes of training and advising on the adaptation of the
new system. It was regretted that the±e had been no emphasis in the
document on the need for standardization of production statistics, par
ticularly m the methodology used by the individual countries for taking
censuses on industrial production. A delegate suggested that standardisa- ■
tion and coverage of industrial or-another statistics for that matter
could be best accomplished if the institutions that use such data for
practical purposes indicated clearly their statistical needs.

Constant price series

68. Participants wished to know the difficulties encountered in comparing
aggregates at constant prices. The secretariat pointed out that most
country statistics tended to be inaccurate random and insufficient. It was
further pointed out that most advisory missions so fa£ carried out had to
engage in the basic organisation of statistics - a prerequisite for any
exercises in constant prioe calcuations. . .

Plan content.

69. It was generally agreed that for any meaningful exercise in plan
harmonization, the aggregates indicated and sectoral definitions had to
be so-devised as to allow for integration at the international level.

Industrial Standardization

70. It was pointed out that industrial standardization - components, parts
capital goods or even in consumer goods called for some form of standardiza
tion and should be considered as an aid towards plan harmonization. The
meeting was informed of recent activities'within the ECA whereby a study is
to be made on the multiplicity and diversity of suppliers sources vis a vis
industrial standardization in Africa taking into account diverse effects

°S *M^tandardi2ation *>y the economic monopoly and political advantages
of traditional suppliers of industrial equipment in the African region. A
delegate pointed out, however, that any move towards industrial standardiza
tion had to take into consideration the cost and benefits of such adaptation.
Hie meeting was informed, however, that at a recent meeting at the SCA
headquarters sponsored by UNIDO most delegations expressed support for the
move to standardization and that UfflDO committed themselves to conducting
studies in this respect and that it would make known its findings on the
cost and benefits of standardization to the African governments.
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Plan Periods .

71 ' Quoting a report on economic' cooperation in Eastern Africa, the
secretariat fuggesied that plan periods should be harmonised in order to
St with fne United Nations Second Development. Decade.

in

Experiences in Plan Haimonisation

72. The Seminar then considered _ _ . . .
Plan harmonization in Africa and- other Developing Hegions.

71 In a short introduction of the subject, the secretariat outlines the
llfficSuef^countered in plan _ ^onization as presently^experienced by

political and to a lesser extent technical diffx

1A After a long expos^ on the experiences in the field of co-operation

exsists. This is particularly true when harmonization taj£e1B1^i!^°iat
cooperation in specified and United fields. It was generally agreed that
ZZ™ cases it is necessary to proceed gradually and cautiously in the
direction of fuller harmonisation.

75. The questions of location of industry and the distribution <

regional bank in his area accorded disproportionate allocation of funds to
industrial undertakings in less developed partner states.

76. A representative of an inter-regional grouping informed *he weting-
that a f^ve-year plan to co-ordinate the inter-regional activities such as
co^on services was being prepared. He also informed the meeting that the
three partner states were currently discussing the possibility of syn
chronising their plan periods.

Conclusions and Recommendations

77 The participants at the seminar on approaches to the regi<mal harmon
ILf /S^ plans, meeting at Addis Ababa from 29 November to
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the seminar made the following
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5. African countries should strengthen their activities
in the field of commodity agreements or arrangements

to ensure that their development programmes are not
prejudiced, as in the past, by the severe fluctuations
which have occurred in the prices of the commodities am-

portant in Africa's export trade.

6. African countries should bear in mind the implications
for plan harmonization of association with extra-African

eoonomic groupings.

7. The suggested, summary outline of. development plans given

in paraph 59 Pf the report as agreed, sh°^^"ed ,
by all countries in Africa to keep the other African
countries'advised about the proposed developments.

8. The ECA should act as a clearing house for economic
information relating to plan harmonization and provide .
all African countries with up-to-date material obtained
from statistical and eoonomic publications and development
plans to assist the development of the Region and to
prevent wasteful duplication of projects-

9.. Countries should take steps to improve the range and
comparability of their basic statistics in order to
assist plan harmonization. In this regard, African

countries should follow as closely as possible the
new United Nations system of National Accounts (SUA)

10. Cooperating countries should, where possible, launch
theL development plans to coincide with the plan periods
of one another.

11. Currency arrangements should be such as to allow an
accelerated flow of intra-Afncan trade.

12. Cooperating countries should seek suitable common areas

of industrial standardization.

13. EGA's Statistical Advisory Services to African+oOu^^
should be increased, particularly with a view to ^^
the statistical series as well as advising on the trans
formation from the old national accounting practices to

the" new SKA. . ■
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